Communication of signals among nodes in a complex network poses fundamental problems of efficiency and cost. Routing of messages along shortest paths requires global information about the topology, while spreading by diffusion, which operates according to local topological features, is informationally "cheap" but inefficient. We introduce a stochastic model for network communication that combines varying amounts of local and global information about the network topology. The model generates a continuous spectrum of dynamics that converge onto shortest-path and random-walk 
Introduction
The function of many real world complex networks is to relay information within and between their constituent elements. Efficient communication, i.e. the passing of information at high speed and high reliability at low cost to the system, is essential to the functioning of systems in many domains, ranging from technological to social and biological applications. For example, communication is central to the operation of brain networks, as it is necessary for information integration and for distributed neural computation [1] . However, the mechanisms that enable information to flow efficiently among large numbers of distributed elements interacting through a complex topology remain mostly unexplained.
are connected by bundles of axons. We consider the dynamics of such random walkers (signals/messages) on the network, where walkers must reach an a priori specified target node t.
Formally, let X be a random variable indicating the current node of the walker, Y the random variable indicating the node to which the walker will move in the next time step, and T the random variable indicating the target node where the walk will terminate (we assume that all nodes can be reached from all nodes in finite time). For all t, we denote the transition probabilities at X=i as: P t ij = Pr(Y = j|X = i,T = t) where ∑j P t ij = 1, and P t ij = 0 when there is no connection between nodes i and j. Finally, the walk ends when i = t, in which case P t ij = 1 for j=t and 0 for all other j. Formally, the network dynamics for each separate target t form a Markov chain with state t as an absorbing state (see Methods). The set of transition probabilities for all t express the routing strategy that governs the dynamics of walkers (signals) navigating the network.
We specify transition probabilities at every node using a family of dynamical processes that combine local and global information about the network's topology. To this end, we define the dynamics of the system by controlling the effect of global information using the following stochastic model:
 is a normalization factor. Transition probabilities are governed by two sources of information:
• a local source of information dij denoting the length of the edge connecting i and j ( • a global source of information dij + gjt, denoting the minimum distance from node i to target t though node j. This is the sum of the distance between node i and neighbor node j (dij), plus the distance from node j to the target node t through the shortest path (gjt -note that this term has no dependence on i).
The parameter  controls the extent to which transition probabilities are shaped by global information.
Most importantly,  gradually changes the dynamics on the network from an unbiased random walk towards a shortest-path routing strategy (see Fig 1) :
• When =0, a walker's motion is driven only by local information. Transition probabilities are simply given by
and do not depend on the target node (nonetheless, the walk still terminates when it eventually reaches the target node t). In the case of brain networks, where edge-weights express connection strengths or node proximities in the interval (0,1) (this can always be enforced through a unique linear normalization function [32] ; See Methods), we apply the proximity-to-distance function d ij = -log(w ij )and map all edge-weights onto edge-distances. The resulting dynamics,
, where si = ∑j wij is the strength of node i, defines an unbiased random walk on the network where walkers favor transitions through edges with shorter connection distances (i.e. closer proximities). We refer to the unbiased random walk as the reference navigation strategy, P ref , as it represents a null model of navigation that would naturally take place on the network if no bias is introduced.
• When  → ∞ global information governs the model and transition probabilities converge to P t ij = 1 if the edge lies on the (unique) shortest path between i and t (degenerate shortest paths,
i.e. more than one shortest path from i to t, are unlikely in weighted networks, but see Methods for the case where degenerative shortest paths exist) and P t ij = 0 otherwise. Hence, statistics computed on such walks will correspond to a "shortest-path" routing strategy -in particular average walk length will be equal to shortest path length. Fig 1. A spectrum of routing strategies. The parameter  controls the extent to which routing strategies (transition probabilities) are reshaped by global information. Toy networks in the top row illustrate how transition probabilities, represented by orange arrows, are reshaped as the parameter  increases. At each node, the orange arrows are proportional to the probability of a walker moving to a neighboring node via that edge. Blue arrows on the toy networks in the bottom row illustrate a possible walk followed by a {i, j} random walker (signal) going from node 1 to node t, while operating according to the routing strategy represented by the orange arrows. When =0, transition probabilities at each node are proportional to the strength of its connections. Random walkers operating under this routing strategy (the reference navigation strategy, P ref ) diffuse through the network until they eventually arrive at the target node. When  → ∞, transition probabilities at each node route walkers through the shortest path to the target node; a walker starting at node 1 will follow the shortest path to node t, as illustrated by the blue arrows. In the middle of the spectrum, walker's dynamics are influenced by global information but still driven partially by local topological properties. Notice that only transition probabilities vary with  while the underlying network structure remains invariant.
It is worth noting that the model acts on the routing strategies by changing the transition probabilities at each node, but the topology and weight structure of the network remain unchanged (see Fig 1) .
The cost of reshaping the system's dynamics.
We are interested in characterizing the communication cost of the dynamics generated by our model as we gradually increase . Here, we focus on two aspects of the cost associated with a communication process. First, we consider a transmission cost, which is the cost associated with messages being transmitted from one node to another. Second, we consider an informational cost, which is the cost associated with using global information to reshape the system's dynamics and thus route messages efficiently.
We consider a walker navigating the network and acting according to the routing strategies P(Y| X,T).
Let
(i,t) = ∑j P( Y= j| X=i,T = t) dij be the immediate transmission cost at node i for a walker going to node t with routing strategy P( Y| X=i,T = t). The immediate transmission cost quantifies the cost associated with X=i partaking in the communication process by relaying the message to one of its neighbors, and in this setting it is equivalent to the expected distance that a walker at node i has to travel to move to a neighbor of i. Let n t (i,k) be the mean number of times node k is visited by a walker starting at a source node X0=i and acting according to a routing strategy P(Y| X=i,T = t). We define the transmission cost of a walk starting at source node X0=i and terminating at the target node t as the sum of the immediate transmission costs accumulated at each visited node along a walk, that is (i,t) = ∑k n t quantifies the average walk length from a node i to any other target node in the network, whereas ⃖ ( ) quantifies the average walk length from any source node to the target node t.
To quantify the informational cost associated with routing messages to a target node t under the routing strategy P(Y| X=i,T = t), we define (i,t) = KL(P(Y| X=i,T = t)||P ref (Y| X=i,T = t)) as the informational cost at node X=i, measuring the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the routing strategy P(Y|i,t) and the reference routing strategy P ref (Y|i,t) . The informational cost quantifies the effect of the bias due to global information by measuring how much reshaping of the system's dynamics has taken place at node X=i [33] . Then, the informational cost of routing a message from a starting at node X=i to a target node t is the weighted average informational cost across all nodes in the network, weighted by the frequency with which each node is visited along the walk:
( , )). In the following sections we will study the communication costs of routing strategies generated by our stochastic model applied to the structural brain connectivity matrices of two cohorts of healthy subjects.
In the main text, we focus on 173 unrelated subjects from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset [34, 35] . The Supplementary Fig S7 -S11 show results from the replication dataset (LAU), composed of 40 healthy subjects (see Methods) . We first analyze cost measures at the global, nodal, and pairwise level, measured and averaged across all subjects (within each cohort). In the last section we demonstrate the utility of this approach for identifying individual subject differences from a communication dynamics point of view, hence departing from the classical routing vs. diffusion dichotomy [12, 36] . Fig 2a and 2b) .
These values of  correspond to two points located near the extremes of the communication spectrum, and two points located at the minimum and maximum of the curve ‖ ‖, where the empirical networks are most and least efficient compared to their randomized counterparts. As evidenced by the column-like patterns in the matrices corresponding to 1 and 2, the dynamics of messages navigating the network are strongly determined by the local connectivity of the target node when the global information bias is small. As the bias increases and routing strategies depart from the reference strategy P ref , the dynamics of messages are less dependent on the target node only. Finally, as walk-lengths converge towards shortest-path, the transmission cost becomes symmetric, i.e., (i,t) = (t,i).
Source vs. target communication cost
We now analyze cost measures at the nodal level. Our analyses also reveal a varying relationship (as a function of ) between the nodal cost measures and node strength (see Fig 3c) . At the extremes of the spectrum, transmission cost is strongly driven by node degree. When =0, the correlation between node strength and ⃗ and ⃖ is r = 0.55 and r = -0.61, respectively (p < 0.001), indicating that high degree nodes (hubs) are costly sources but low cost targets with respect to transmission cost. In other words, when the global information bias is low (or zero), messages can be routed at a low transmission cost from any brain region to a hub; conversely, routing a message from a hub to any brain region incurs a high transmission cost. At the other end of the spectrum (i.e. for large values of ), hub nodes are low cost sources and targets with respect to transmission cost (r = -0.53, p<0.001 ; note that the orange and red lines in Fig 3c converge) . However, in the middle of the spectrum, the average correlation between node strength and ⃗ is close to zero, whereas the correlation between node strength and ⃖ remains significant (r ≈ -0.5 , p<0.001) throughout the entire spectrum. The relationship between source and target costs also varies as a function of  (see Fig 3d) . For low values of , both ⃗ and ⃖ , and ⃗ and ⃖ are negatively correlated. In other words, nodes that are costly sources are efficient targets, and nodes that are costly targets are efficient sources. However, the correlations undergo a sign flip as  increases and ⃗ and ⃖ , and ⃗ and ⃖ become positively correlated. Note that the correlation between ⃗ and ⃖ converges to 1 as these two measures are identical at the shortest-path extreme (the symmetry between ⃗ and ⃖ at the shortest path extreme will hold for any undirected network).
A node's propensity to be a costly transmission/informational source or target is projected onto the cortical surface in Fig 4, where we show the difference between a node's source and target costs for Fig 2 and Fig 3) . Cortical regions that are costly sources (compared to the cost of being a target) are colored red whereas regions that are costly targets (compared to the cost of being a source) are colored blue. To assess whether a region's propensity to be a costlier source or target is significant or not, given the node degrees and strengths, we standardize the empirical cost differences (i.e. ⃗ -⃖ and ⃗ -⃖ ) with respect to the distribution of cost differences computed on the ensembles of randomized networks, and test whether the empirically measured source and target cost difference is significantly larger than the difference measured in the randomized ensembles. Our results indicate that the right and left hemisphere superior parietal regions, the precuneus, and the fusiform gyri are significantly costlier sources, in terms of transmission cost, for > e -0. 8 . Regions such as the right insula and rostral middle frontal cortex, right and left superior frontal cortex, and the precentral gyri are significantly costlier targets in terms of transmission cost, for > e -0. 8 . In terms of informational cost, we find that the precentral gyri, paracentral lobule, right lateral-occipital cortex and left lingual gyrus are costlier sources, whereas the right posterior cingulate and supramarginal gyrus, left precuneus, right and left frontal pole, superior parietal cortex, and inferior parietal lobules are significantly costlier targets, for < e -1.1 . All z-scored cost differences as a function of  are shown in Supplementary Fig S5 and S6 . 
Routing strategies for privileged nodes
In this section we will explore a different scenario where, in the interest of economizing on informational cost, we allow only a subset of privileged nodes to have access to global information. We consider increasingly larger size sets of r privileged nodes that are able to reshape their routing strategies according to the influence of global information. Privileged nodes are selected according to different node centrality rankings. Given a centrality-based ranking of nodes, we generate routing strategies for the r-highest ranked (privileged) nodes according to the stochastic model, where  is an attribute that only applies to the set of privileged nodes; all non-privileged nodes' routing strategies remain unbiased This approach reveals three interesting properties about the routing capacity of the brain. First, the composition of the set of privileged nodes matters, as evidenced by the differences in and that are obtained as the set size and composition is varied. Second, for a fixed number of privileged nodes, the more the system economizes on informational cost, the more it expends on transmission cost.
For example, routing strategies where we select privileged nodes according to betweenness centrality ranking yield smaller and larger throughout the entire spectrum, compared to other centrality-based privileged node selections. Conversely, routing strategies where we select privileged nodes according to a random walk centrality ranking are the most costly in terms of , but least costly in terms of . Third, a small number of privileged nodes can achieve a that is nearly as small as the achieved for shortest paths, but at a significantly smaller informational cost compared to what is needed to route messages through shortest-paths. Following [24] we define the stretch of a walk as the difference between the walk length and the shortest path length (both measured in terms of the number of edges/steps). Then, the stretch of a source node is the average stretch with respect to all target nodes in the network. For all sets of privileged nodes, we compute the stretch between the walks generated with For 25% privileged nodes, the median stretch for the BC ranking is 5.8; for the strength ranking it is 7;
for the SP closeness ranking it is 7.1; for the random ranking it is 13.5; for the RW closeness it is 46.5.
For 50% privileged nodes, the median stretch for the BC ranking is 4.2; for the strength ranking it is 4.7;
for the SP closeness ranking it is 4.9; for the random ranking it is 6.4; for the RW closeness it is 12.7.
Overall, these results indicate that efficient routing patterns can emerge even when less than half of the nodes are capable of routing information.
A communication cost trade-off within subjects
Our approach allows us to study the variability of communication cost measures across subjects. We first examine whether subjects who exhibit higher values of at  = 0 (that is, longer walk lengths for the unbiased random walk) will maintain a high throughout the entire spectrum. Fig 6a shows correlations between all subject's across all values of . These correlations show that subjects who exhibit higher values of at  < e -3.1 are also subjects with the highest at  >1, but the relationship is inverted in the middle of the spectrum. Finally, we investigate if there are differences in how individual subject's brain networks take advantage of the global information bias. We address this question by measuring the area under each subject's curve and curve. Moreover, since we are interested in capturing the rate of decay and growth of subject's and curves, we first normalize each subject's curve with respect to at  = 0 (that is, the average length of unbiased random walks), and we normalize each subject's curve with respect to at  = e 3.2 (that is, the max value of ). The normalized and curves of 8 subjects are shown in Fig 6b, illustrating curves that decay/grow faster with , which we can capture by measuring the area under the curve. Fig 6c shows a scatter global information to route messages in a fast manner, and the amount of informational cost required to achieve optimally fast routing. How this trade-off is negotiated varies across individual subjects.
Discussion
The efficiency of communication in real world networks is not only determined by the speed with which messages are relayed, but the informational cost associated with selecting efficient routes is equally important. Here we introduce a stochastic model that generates routing strategies on a network by controlling the effect of global information over the actions of random walkers. We characterize the trade-offs between the cost of reshaping the system's dynamics ( ) and the cost of relaying messages through the network ( ), and characterize these costs at a global, nodal and subject-wise level. Our results show that biased random walks can rapidly approach a shortest-path communication regime when afforded gradual small increases in the bias on global information.
Several properties inherent in this framework have important implications for the study of communication processes in brain networks. First, routing patterns are derived from a dynamical point of view, and not from a purely topological analysis of the system, allowing us to make use of wellestablished theoretical results about linear processes and biased random walks [25] [26] [27] . Second, routing patterns generated by these processes take place through multiple paths, combining structural robustness with tolerance to noisy interference. Third, routing strategies at each node are dynamic and allow us to model systems whose function demands flexible routing patterns that switch depending on intrinsic (e.g.
amount of global information available) and/or extrinsic factors. Finally, building on the concept of dynamic routing patters, the notion of dynamic measures of centrality emerge naturally as a means to quantify the varying importance of nodes and edges under different underlying dynamics [30] . Here we have proposed the nodal cost measures ⃗ , ⃖ , ⃗ and ⃖ as dynamic source and target closeness centrality measures, but we note that additional centrality measures can be evaluated over the underlying flow graphs [26] , that is, the weighted networks where the patterns of flow generated by our stochastic model are embedded.
The concept of communication dynamics has become increasingly important in the context of brain networks [40, 41] . Here, we address some of the assumptions behind two widely used brain communication models, namely routing and diffusion models. On the one side, communication that takes place through shortest paths assumes that neural elements are able to identify the optimal path and route a signal/message through such path; however, the mechanisms by which signals are routed and the informational cost associated with routing them are rarely discussed. On the other side, communication that takes place through (unbiased) random walks assumes that signals are able to "bounce between nodes" for long periods of time. Yet, such a scheme raises issues about signal integrity and strength as well as metabolic cost. In our analysis, communication cost is not measured as a structural property of the network [17, 23, 36] . While wiring cost affects brain communication by means of being an important driver of brain geometry and network topology [1, 17, 15] , it should be noted that wiring cost is a static property of the network (within relatively short time-scales) that is invariant under any communication process taking place on the network. In contrast, our framework approaches communication cost by considering two different cost components that are measured from the dynamics generated by a specific communication model. First, we consider the transmission cost which we interpret as a proxy for the metabolic cost of transmitting neural signals from one neural node to another. It has been estimated that about 50% of the brain's energy is used to drive signals across axons and synapses [1] , suggesting that energy consumption is a strong incentive to minimize the length of communication pathways in neural systems. A natural derivation from the transmission cost measure results from its reciprocal (or inverse), thus extending and generalizing the global (or routing) efficiency [37] and diffusion efficiency [12, 36] measures for shortest path and diffusion-based communication, respectively. Second, we consider the cost of reshaping the patterns of information flow (informational cost) that allow a signal to be efficiently routed towards a specific brain region. We conceptualize this cost as associated with modulatory processes that take place at the mesoscale or microscale, where signal traffic may be regulated as two neuronal population's firing rates change in order to synchronize and thus communicate [42] , or as a process that emerges on top of the collective oscillatory dynamics of neural elements [43] .
Hence, the communication cost measures proposed here are dynamic as they vary with the patterns of information flow generated by the communication process taking place on the network. Moreover, these cost measures intrinsically capture the informational cost associated with traversing high-degree nodes, that is, those comprising the brain's rich club. Indeed, it has been proposed that rich-club nodes facilitate integration of information within the network at the expense of a high wiring cost [23] ; nonetheless, hubs are only advantageous for communication if signals can be routed through them, which implies high information cost [44] . Interestingly, a strong relationship between node degree, and the directionality with which signals are preferentially transferred through the network structure has been found in analytical, computational and empirical studies [45, 46] , where it has been noted that high degree nodes' oscillatory activity lags in phase whereas low degree nodes' activity leads. These findings suggest that hub nodes tend to be directional targets, while low degree nodes act like sources [46] . Here we find similar routing patterns at the low-information end of the spectrum, where hub nodes tend to be low cost targets, while low degree nodes are efficient as sources. Building on these findings, our results also suggest that there is a regime within the spectrum where empirical networks are more efficient than their randomized counterparts; within this regime, the frontal cortex has an overabundance of high informational and high transmission cost source nodes; conversely, the parietal cortex exhibits an overabundance of high informational and high transmission cost target nodes.
Our results also contrast with well-established notions about the efficiency of random topologies [37, 38] , demonstrating that the randomized counterparts of empirical brain networks are only more efficient at the extremes of the communication spectrum. These findings have implications in terms of the use of randomized networks as a point of reference to normalize graph-efficiency measures [12, 47] .
Furthermore, our findings support the idea that the brain's topology does not only optimize a trade-off between wiring cost and efficient communication [15] , but informational cost, the ability to access multiple pathways, and flexible routing patterns are additional important factors driving the network's organization.
Our findings regarding the selection of privileged nodes that have access to global information show that some nodes are poised to take advantage of global information more efficiently than others; in brain networks, efficient routing patterns can be achieved by allowing as few as 25% of the highest betweenness or strength centrality nodes to reshape their routing strategies according to a bias on global information. These results offer a new perspective on the role of highly central nodes in facilitating the co-existence of functional integration and segregation between and within neural sub-systems: densely connected clusters of nodes (network communities) tend to "trap" random walkers [48] which promotes their segregation, while a few well-connected privileged nodes are specialized to direct the sharing and exchange of information between clusters. Hence, the privileged nodes framework presented here may MPRAGE data were processed using the Connectome Mapper Toolkit [52] . Each participant's gray and white matter compartments were segmented from the MPRAGE volume. The grey matter volume was subdivided into 68 cortical and 15 subcortical anatomical regions, according to the Desikan-Killiany atlas, defining 83 anatomical regions. These regions were hierarchically subdivided to obtain five parcellations, corresponding to five different scales [53] . The present study uses a parcellation comprising 233 regions of interest (ROI). Whole brain deterministic streamline tractography was performed on reconstructed DSI data, initiating 32 streamline propagations (seeds) per diffusion direction, per white matter voxel [54] . Within each voxel, seeds were randomly placed and for each seed, a fiber streamline was grown in two opposite directions with a 1mm fixed step. Fibers were stopped if a change in direction was greater than 60 degrees/mm. The process was complete when both ends of the fiber left the white matter mask. For each individual subject, connection weights between pairs of ROI are quantified as a fiber density [55] . Thus, the connection weight between the pair of brain regions {u,v} captures the average number of streamlines per unit surface between u and v, corrected by the average length of the streamlines connecting such brain regions. The aim of these corrections is to control for the variability in cortical region size and the linear bias toward longer streamlines introduced by the tractography algorithm. Fiber densities were used to construct individual subject structural connectivity matrices. Each structural connectivity matrix is then modeled as the adjacency matrix A={aij}of a graph G = {V,G} with nodes V = {v1,...,vn} representing ROIs, and weighted, undirected edges E = {e1,...,em} representing anatomical connections with their fiber densities.
HCP. High-resolution diffusion-weighted (DWI) data from the Human Connectome Project [34] including 173 subjects (Q3 release; males and females mixed, age 22-35 years; imaging parameters: voxel size 1.25 mm isotropic, TR/TE 5520/89.5 ms, 90 diffusion directions with diffusion weighting 1000, 2000, or 3000 s/mm 2 ) was used to reconstruct macroscale human connectomes for each subject. DWI data processing included the following: (1) eddy current and susceptibility distortion correction, (2) reconstruction of the voxelwise diffusion profile using generalized q-sampling imaging, and (3) whole-brain streamline tractography (see ref 56 for details).
Cortical segmentation and parcellation was performed on the basis of a high-resolution T1-weighted image (voxel size: 0.7 mm isotropic) using FreeSurfer [57] , automatically parcellating the complete cortical sheet into 219 distinct regions using a subdivision of the Desikan-Killiany atlas. White matter pathways were reconstructed using generalized Q-sampling imaging (GQI), and streamline tractography [56] . A streamline was started in each white matter voxel, following the most matching diffusion direction from voxel to voxel until a streamline reached the gray matter, exited the brain tissue, made a turn of >45 degrees or reached a voxel with a low fractional anisotropy (<0.1). For each individual subject, a 219 x 219 weighted connectivity matrix was constructed by taking the strength of reconstructed region-to-region connections as the number of tractography streamlines between i and j, and dividing by the average cortical surface area of both regions [53] .
Defining topological distances for human structural connectivity networks. The edge weights of human brain structural connectivity networks are normally defined in terms of proximity measures such as the number of streamlines or fiber densities. These proximity edge-weights are often interpreted as a measure of information flow or traffic capacity that can travel through a connection (a notion that is analogous to the concept of bandwidth in telecommunication networks). Hence, the proximity between two brain regions is determined by the sequence of edges that maximize the traffic or flow capacity. In order to define topological distances on human brain structural connectivity networks, a proximity-to-distance mapping must be applied over the set of edgeweights, such that large edge-weights (large edge-proximities) are mapped onto small edge-distances, and small edge-weights are mapped onto large edge-distances. The proximity-to-distance mapping can be defined in various ways. Following previous work [6, 44] , in this study we use the mapping dij = log(1/wij), where wij are edgeproximities (i.e. fiber densities) and dij are the resulting edge-distances. This mapping yields edge-distances with a log-normal distribution, which is consistent with evidence showing log-normal distributions of synaptic strengths between cortical cells [58] and cortico-cortical projections [59] . Finally, in order to implement this mapping, we first normalize all edge-weights, to ensure that wij are bounded in the interval [0,1]. As shown previously [32] , there is a unique linear function that can normalize any weighted graph onto the unit interval without affecting network properties:
Here we use =MIN(wij), in order to obtain normalized edge-weights in the interval (0,1) which allows us to apply the proximity-to-distance map dij = log(1/̅̅̅̅).
Computation of . Let M = {S, P } be a Markov chain composed by a set of N states S={1,2,..., iN} that correspond element by element to the set of nodes of a graph G with N nodes and E edges; P is the matrix of transition probabilities characterizing the probability of transitioning from one state to another. Then, P(i,j) ≠ 0 if and only if an edge exists between nodes i and j in graph G.
Let X be a random variable indicating the current state of the chain, or equivalently, the current node where the walker is located; Y is the random variable indicating the node to which the walker will move in the next time step, and T is the random variable indicating the target node where the walk will terminate (we assume that M is an irreducible chain). For a given value of , and an specified target T = t, let P be the NxN matrix of transition probabilities where elements of P are defined as
is a normalization factor, dij is the distance from i to j and gjt is the geodesic distance from j to the target node t.
We make M an absorbing chain and t an absorbing state by setting all transition probabilities P(Y=j|X=t,T=t) = 0 for j ≠ t and P(Y=j|X=t,T=t) = 1 for j = t, and define Q t  as the N-1xN-1 matrix of transition probabilities from non-absorbing to non-absorbing states. Then, n t = (I-Q t ) -1 is the fundamental matrix for the absorbing chain [31] , and the elements n t (i,j) denote the amount of time that the chain spends in the j-th non-absorbing state when the chain is initialized in the i-th non-absorbing state. In other words, if we take P to represent the transition probabilities for a (biased) random walker on graph G, and going from a source node i to a target node t, then n t (i,j) represents the number of times that the random walker starting at node i visits node j before it reaches node t.
Transition probabilities for degenerate paths. Let π1 and π2 be any two paths going from node i to node t through edges {i,j}, and {i,k}, respectively. The ratio between the transition probabilities P t ij and P t ik is:
Assume that the length of π1 and π2 is equal, so dij+gjt = dik+gkt. Then we can write:
Now, let S indicate the set of edges leaving from node i along which there is a shortest path from node i to node t.
Since all edges in S lie on shortest paths, for any pair of edges { , }, { , } ∈ , it must be that dij+gjt = dik+gkt.
Then, when λ→∞, we can write
If the network is unweighted, then all dij = const. In that case, all edges in S will have a uniform transition probability from node i.
Note that in the λ→∞ case, only transitions along shortest paths will be allowed. This means that the random walk path lengths will be equal to shortest path lengths.
Randomized Networks. For each subject, we created a population of 500 randomized brain networks, with preserved degree strength sequence, and preserved weight distribution, following the procedure described in [60] .
The empirical networks were first binarized and then randomized by swapping pairs of connections as described in [12] , thus preserving the binary degree of each node. In order to approximate the strength sequence of the empirical structural connectivity matrices, we used a simulated annealing algorithm that minimizes the cost 
, where null( ⃗ -⃖ ) is the mean difference obtained from the ensemble of randomized networks.
Red regions on the spectrum indicate nodes with significantly high (>0) ⃗ -⃖ , whereas blue regions on the spectrum indicate nodes with significantly small (<0) ⃗ -⃖ .
Replication data set (LAU). 
